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Background

 46 years experience in Public Transport Sector

 25 Years in UK Bus Industry

 Business Development/ Commercial Services 
Manager Tayside Buses/ NX Dundee 1993-2000

 Founder Multi Modal Transport Solutions Ltd 2003

 Currently External expert adviser to EU Parliament 
in EU SMARTA2 project

 Non Executive Director of Community Transport 
Glasgow

 Member USA ADE60 Paratransit Advisory 
Committee 2006 to 2009

 Member EU Buses High Level of Service Working 
Group 2008 -2011

 Member TRANS ED India 2012 working group

 Adviser to Scottish Accessible Transport Alliance

 Chair UK Skills Gap In Transport Planning Working 
Group

 Worked as adviser/ partner/ consultant in over 20 
EU Transport Projects since 2000



Innovative Public Transport Research Carried 
by B Masson and partners in last 20 years
Year

2001 to 2004 DARTS, FAMS Demand Responsive Transport and Telematics Pilot project Research in Angus, 
Italy and Finland 

2004 - 2007 Connect, Mascara, Sunrise DRT Research and project site design in 20 EU States

2008 - 2010 Wisetrip – Design of Pan European Journey Planning System UK, Greece, Spain, Netherlands

2008 – 2011 COST Buses High Level of Service Working Group.   Designing best practice in the design of 
bus services in all 27 member EU states.  Member of operational issues group

2008 - 2011 ICMA – First/ Last Mile Solutions covering DRT, Bike, Walking, Nudges, Training, Bus, Tram, 
Train in Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, TFGM, SPT.   SPT won EU award for its 
MYBus cost and price model savings in excess of 30% confirmed by Audit Scotland

2008 - 2009 Volvo Research Foundation, Future of Urban Mobility.  Working on bid to bring Global 
Centre for BRT research to Aberdeen University.  Worked with BRT sites across the world

2008-2011 FLIPPER DRT - Pilot project design in Greece, Austria, Italy, Portugal, Ireland, Formentera

2011 - 2014 Enhanced Wisetrip – Design of Global Journey Planning System working with EU, Russia, 
China and Brazil covering system designs for World Cup and Olympics  2.4 million



Innovative Public Transport Research Carried 
by B Masson and partners in last 20 years
2011-
2014

Enhanced Wisetrip – Design of Global Journey Planning System working with EU, Russia, China 
and Brazil covering system designs for World Cup and Olympics  2.4 million

2012 -
2014

EPTA – Best Practice design for Public Transport Authorities. Italy, Portugal, Norway, Bulgaria, 
Romania, Czech Republic

2015 -
2018

CIPTEC - Innovation in Public Transport in EU Cities             
Pilot sites in Greece, Netherlands, Germany, Italy, Belgium

2016 -
2019

NEWBITS - New Business Models for ITS in Rail, Traffic Control, Freight/Shipping, Car/Ride Sharing
Pilot Sites – UK Rail, Port of Rotterdam, Autonomous University of Barcelona, Verona City 

2018-
2019

CISMOB – Cooperative information platform for low carbon and sustainable mobility, E Bike, E Car, 
5G

2019 to 
date

SMARTA / SMARTA2 – Designing good practice guide for shared mobility in rural areas for EU 
Parliament.  Pilot sites in Austria, Romania, Greece, Portugal 

2020 SMACKER  DRT to support local communities, first and last mile



Problems With 
Current Public 

Transport Offer in 
UK

Does not recognise the ever-changing needs of the 
individual or communities.

Does not encourage Social Inclusion or 
Sustainability

Does not maximise the use of resources

Too many stakeholders in decision making/supply 
chain

Inflexible regulatory policies 



DRT – What is 
it?

Ask 100 people what DRT is 
and you will get 100 

answers.

In simple terms all modes 
of transport are responsive 

to varying levels of 
demand.    Therefore DRT 
covers everything.  Simple



How can we 
quantify 

demand?

The ability to assess demand requires data.   Simple or is it?

Challenges

1) Can we get stakeholders to share data?

2) Need to invest in ITS and integrate systems

3) ITS is vital to success

4) Sustainable business models required.  Who owns data?

5) Smart technologies essential but what about people with no access?

6) Identify user preferences.  Likes and dislikes on modal choice 

7) Do we have the skills in place to fully exploit data that is available?
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Demand Responsive Mobility Services

IST-2001-34347

FAMS Workshop Carnoustie 19 February 2004

DARTS AND FAMS  OBJECTIVES

To scale up technology, 
service and business 

models currently adopted 
in Demand Responsive 

Transport and support the 
evolution from single 

DRT applications towards 
the concept of a Flexible 
Agency for Collective 
Demand Responsive 
Mobility Services.

Will enable:

to innovate the DRT business and service models 
implemented through the adaptation, extension and trials 
of new IT infrastructures and e-Commerce/e-Business 
services to support their operation within the Flexible 
Agency concept

to build confidence for authorities and investors 
(operator, communities and suppliers) by the ability to 
plan, organize and deliver:

 a quality product that meets the needs of users who 
have, until now, been marginalized by the transport offer 

 substitute mobility products that are cheaper and 
more attractive than non- viable conventional services

to lead to deployment of DRT and Intermediate 
Transport concepts based on innovative Flexible 
Agencies



FAMS Virtual 
Agency 
Business Model



ITS Structure for DRT Agency
Transport & Mobility  Authorities

Back-Office Services  

Access:
- registration
- profiling
- customer surveys
-Claims
-........

Resource Manag:
- fleets & vehicles
- availability
- ……

Information:
- DRT services
- flexible services
- general info
- promotion
- ……

Planning:
- service planning 
(routes, times, …)
- ……

Data & info:
- indicators
- statistics
- events logging
- ....

Flexible Transport Service End-Users 
(citizens, groups, associations, active destinations, ...)

Flexible Agency Operators

e-Business Services

Services :
- service info
- booking
- confirmation 
- variations
- ……

Transport Service Providers 
(generic DRT, D&E DRT, car pooling, ...)

Service
A

Service
B

…

e-Commerce Services



FAMS – 
Highlighted 

at G20 
Summit in 

Tokyo 2019

• FAMS Business Model was highlighted in the following paper produced 
for G20 Summit in Tokyo in 2019

• “The Infrastructure Nexus: From the Future of Infrastructures to the 
Infrastructures of the Future” 

• By Nicolas J.A. Buchoud, Ross Douglas, Pascal Gastineau, 
Martin Koning, David Mangin, Philippe Poinsot, Jean 
François Silvain, and Hélène Soubelet

• Abstract

• The Infrastructure Nexus policy-brief is a response to the call 
to re-couple economic growth and social progress, at the 
dawn of a global infrastructure tsunami. It highlights the 
lack of a definitive model of urban/metropolitan 
sustainability and researches on its impacts for global 
infrastructure and multilevel governance needs. It 
emphasizes that while infrastructures are forming a 
growingly boundless system, piecemeal approaches to 
developing urban sustainable agendas and projects are 
still prevailing, overlooking the systemic impacts of 
urbanisation on biodiversity and ecosystem services, 
which are also boundless. The first paper of a series that 
is to be continued, it complements the TF4 policy 
brief Building Resilient Infrastructure Systems, it advocates for a 
new generation of science-to-society and knowledge-to-
policy connectivity to reposition infrastructure 
investments and value chains. In an era of rising 
resources limitations and urban growth, the paper 
outlines the underestimated role of research 
infrastructures in infrastructure for development policies 
and it proposes new priorities for a more comprehensive 
urban agenda within the G20, including biodiversity, with 
a specific focus on critical regions such as the Amazon 
and the Arctic.



DRT – What are 
benefits?

• Objectives 
• 1) Meet known demands in the most 

cost effective manner both economically 
and environmentally 

• 2) Maximise the use of existing resources
• 3) Provide flexible solutions to respond 

to varying demands including: events, 
Seasonal demands and in times of crisis



Barcelona Car/Ride Sharing at Autonomous 
University of Barcelona

• FAMS Model adopted in 
Barcelona 2018



 Car/Ride Sharing at Autonomous University 
of Barcelona Business Model Structure





A evolutionary process 16/99

The Basic Idea

● To optimize each separate trip 
best possible, based on known 
means, the need of the individual 
customer, and considering the 
inconvenience to the customer – 
and the service those who place 
the order is willing to pay for.





Florence Italy – DRT Feeder Services to Tram 
Lines and bus services



DRT Concept. 
Well 
established for 
over 30 years.  
Issues

• We have the technology to deliver DRT
• We have the vehicles 
• We have the data
• However, 
• Do we have the ability to work together?
• Can we share data and resources?
• Will stakeholders agree to share costs and 

rewards?
• Do we have the skillS?



Sustainability -
Who pays for 
the agency?

• Facts -  
• Uber, MaaS Global etc.  Have yet to break even.   Why?
• Agency Costs who pays?   ITS, Staffing, Marketing, 

Complaints, Refunds, Revenue distribution, Legal 
costs…..   Massive costs

• Operators don’t want to share revenues and 
customers don’t want to pay more.    

• Sustainable business model has yet to emerge.
• FAMS was highlighted at G20 Summit in Tokyo in 2019.
• DRT and MaaS in theory are the golden bullets to aid 

modal switch but to date there has been no largescale 
take up



Potential 
Business 
Models for ITS
EU Newbits 
Project  
http://newbits-
project.eu/the-
project/

• Newbits project was commissioned by DG Move to look into the 
reasons for the lack of progress into maximising return in investment in 
ITS.

• We have the technologies available to identify customer needs, 
operational issues (vehicle location, ticketing, real time information, 
fleet management etc.)  Why  have we not seen a major explosion in 
new integrated public transport services using ITS?

• Covid has seen huge expansion of online shopping using parcel delivery 
systems.  Tens of thousands of new jobs created in 6 months.

• In the past 10 years Uber, Lyft, ViaVan etc have moved into transport 
sector and impacted on traditional public transport market

• MaaS has received massive hype about potential but no large scale take 
up globally

• Newbits worked with partners in ITS, Traffic Control, Ride Sharing, Rail 
and Shipping sectors to explore the development of multi stakeholder 
business models.

• Results are really positive with return on investment between 2.5 and 
13 times



Policy recommendation #2

22

• Strengthen the support from local authorities considering 
the need for:

Sharing Mobility MaaS CAVs

measures to overcome 
the critical mass barrier

stakeholder 
cooperation 

user’s willingness to 
move from a car 

ownership culture 

user acceptance 

ad-hoc regulatory 
actions



Policy 
recommendation 
#5

• Take into account the psychological resistance of the end-
users in using certain ITS services to encourage mobility 
behaviour change

• Apply conjoint analysis, market research analysis, 
crowdsourcing and educational campaigns as well as co-
creation workshops to
• understand end users’ preferences and the specific characteristics 

to achieve higher end-user acceptability, but also to 
• fine-tune services to the end-users needs in terms of technical 

features and prices. 
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Policy 
recommendation 
#6

• Facilitate design and creation of networks in the ITS industry 
to enhance the sustainability of business models for ITS 
services

• Facilitate cooperation among all stakeholders 
• including end-users to stimulate the creation of complementary 

services and supporting the core activities in a network through 
strategic planning, technical know-how and policy development 
support

• ensuring continuous political support for the ITS industry through 
(i) regular meetings between the industry representatives 
     and Parliament’s Transport groups 
(ii) publication of explanatory materials about ITS

24



Policy 
recommendation 
#8

• Design and implement policies which encourage “learning-by-
doing” approaches when adopting new ITS solutions to 
overcome current behavioural inertia of some end-users 
segments.

• Support measures in which a critical mass of early adopters  
• acts as a role model for an engagement mechanism
• sets multiplicative exchange processes in motion supporting new 

business models to be developed across transport sectors.

25



Policy 
recommendation 
#9

• Reinforce public-private partnerships – a very typical form of 
ITS 
application development to seize capital to 

• foster the stability in the ITS innovation process 
• facilitate the creation of new business models for ITS services. 

26



Policy 
recommendation #10
• Design and implement policies which 

• promote collaboration and multidisciplinary 
innovation initiatives 

• allow the implementation of novel strategies to 
reduce the number of private vehicles that arrive 
on specific areas of a city on a daily basis

• concomitantly enable the collection of high-value 
data on user mobility for the design of new 
strategic options 

•
capturing a series of financial and social benefits for 
the city.

27



ITS  -  Issues 
to Address

• DRT Requires Data from Vehicles to Control 
Centres and from operators to Authorities.

• We have the technology in theory to make truly 
integrated multi modal networks

• However, do we have the infrastructure to 
support systems throughout the whole of 
Scotland/ Uk?

• Do we have data sharing agreements in place 
between operators, authorities, stakeholders 
and users?

• Do we have the necessary skills in place to fully 
exploit the data that is available to aid service 
design and performance?



Multi Stakeholder 
involvement

Co Creation/ Lean 
Methods essential

All stakeholders 
involved in design of 

products and 
services

Each stakeholder can 
fully understand the 
challenges each face

Helps to breakdown 
barriers

Facilitates bottom up 
decision making

Provides sustainable 
solutions



Conclusion

 Partnership working using new 
technologies and business models can 
deliver an integrated, coordinated public 
transport solution,  meeting the ever 
changing needs of the individual, statutory 
bodies, businesses, communities and 
transport providers 

 only 
 Where there is a will to involve all 

stakeholders in the design of services to 
improve access to opportunity for everyone

 ITS is vital to success.  Data Sharing and 
integrated systems are critical to success

 We are all part of the future of public 
transport and must share a common vision 
on how this will be developed to the benefit 
of all.



Contact details

 Brian Masson FCILT,  Founder, Director

 Multi Modal Transport Solutions Ltd (2003)

 brian.masson@btinternet.com

 +44 7957 645202

 https://ruralsharedmobility.eu/smarta-2/

mailto:brian.masson@btinternet.com
https://ruralsharedmobility.eu/smarta-2/
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